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 The why AND what to do about it! Frequently parents are at their wits' end wanting to know: Why
doesn't my child sleep? After providing clear instruction on acquiring a child's 5 Element Profile, and a
primer on the 5 Elements, color tabbed chapters provide easy to access, detailed information of organic
healing solutions for every constitutional aspect -Excess Wood, Deficient Wood, Excess Fire, Deficient
Fire, Surplus Earth, Deficient Earth, Surplus Metal, Deficient Metal, Excess Water, Deficient Drinking
water- including: Food and DIET PLAN, Acupressure, Essential Oils, Herbal products, Flower Essences,
Cell Salts, Feng Shui and Environmental Adjustments, and Useful and Positive Parenting Strategies. How
come my kid therefore fussy about food? How come my child therefore hyper and aggressive? Why won't
my baby let me put him down? Why is my child sick continuously? Talking? Why isn't my baby walking?
Eastern Medicine has the answers!In this groundbreaking, easy-to-use publication, seasoned acupuncturist
Colleen Moore Cadiz, provides parents with a How-To Manual for his or her unique child through the
magic and wisdom of Eastern Medicine's 5 Element theory. The answers are within Eastern Medicine's 5
Component Theory. This ancient system reveals the essence of a child's constitution, including: *physical
and mental strengths, *predispositions toward health problems, *inner workings and motivations,
*character and psychological issues, *which lifestyle practices, foods, and medicines will be most
effective for maintaining wellness, and *which parenting strategies will optimize a child's behavior and
well-being. Why can't my child pay attention?com. Discover your child's 5 Element Profile at www.reveal-
and-heal. This complete instruction to pediatric natural wellness is a pertinent reference for both parents
and Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioners.
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